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This year all Aftercare students will have the opportunity to enroll in two 
alternative programs: Olympic Education and Tai Chi.  Both will soon be 
available to enhance students’ wellbeing while adding some fun and 
excitement to the school routine.  Below you will find a brief synopsis of each.
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What is Tai Chi for children?
Tai Chi Chuan is an ancient Chinese internal martial art and 
mild form of exercise that became very popular when famous 
Tai Chi Chuan Masters travelled the world to promote the value 
of Tai Chi. 
Some of the many benefits of the program include: improved 
fitness, self-esteem and focus, improved balance, flexibility and 
muscle tone, as well as improved changes in behavior.  It is 
recommended for all children, but presents additional benefits 
for children with ADD, ADHD and other special needs and 
circumstances.  Tai Chi can be practiced in small groups or in 
large classroom settings, indoors or outdoors, and is appropriate 
for children of all ages. Scientific studies and research system-
atically proved the therapeutic benefits of Tai chi. Today it is 
widely used in various recreational and educational settings as 
well in rehabilitation institutes and clinics all over the globe. It 
has received much praise for its phenomenal results in both 
public and private schools across the United States and Europe.  
As a certified Tai Chi Chuan coach from the World Tai Chi 
Chuan Federation of Tai Chi Taipei, Taiwan, I am committed to 
the work and promotion of Tai Chi.  The club, Tai Chi for 
Children at Odyssey, will begin with two groups, each consisting 
of 15 students.  One group will be for students between the ages 
of 6 and 9, and another group will be available for students 
between the ages of 10 and 12.  For enrollment and information 
on the formal application procedure, please contact Mrs. Amy or 
the aftercare directors. 

Amy Chatzipanagioti 
Greek P.E.Teacher, Tai Chi Instructor and Coach   To learn more, you can visit the links below: 

1. Mrs. Amy blog: http://taichi-xanthi.blogspot.com/ (use google translate)
2. www.taichiforkids.com
3. www.uktaichi.com/children.html
4. www.worldtaichiday.org
5. www.health.harvard.edu/newsletters/Harvard_Womens_Health_Watch/2009/May/The-health-benefits-of-tai-chi

What is Olympic Education?
Olympic Education is committed to teaching children the basic 
Olympic Principles through sport, art and culture.  Through its 
many activities, the program will not only build knowledge of 
the Olympic Games, their history, ethics in sport and folklore 
but also explore sportsmanship and teamwork, social skills and 
appropriate behaviors, and cultural values and practices.  Sport 
Science has recognized its value and Olympic education is 
meanwhile being taught in many countries of the world. It is 
officially promoted by the IOC (International Olympic Commit-
tee). The core philosophy of Olympic Education is expressed 
through the following phrase: “I learn, I get sensitive, I partici-
pate, I create”. Olympic Education participants will use their 
athletic abilities, critical thinking skills and artistic talents for 
various projects and events including athletic games, ancient 
games revivals, school art exhibitions and field trips. It is a 
wonderful multifaceted pedagogy that in 
combination with Physical Education 
brings to light the obvious connections 
between the various disciplines 
students study in school. Finally, 
the entire holistic approach is 
presented in a comfortable 
and supportive environment, 
allowing its participants to enjoy 
and share delightful moments 
while developing a lifelong love for sport and athleticism.



Yoga
In yoga the children have been learning a lot about themselves 
and their bodies.  First, we talked about breathing for relaxation 
and stress relief.  Then, we discussed healthy eating habits and 
the benefits of drinking enough water.  Additionally, the 
children were introduced to new asanas (yoga poses) and 
balance exercises.

Tina Iliadis

Introducing children to yoga is one of the greatest gifts we can 
give them. It can set their future on a healthful and creative 
course. As a certified yoga instructor, I would like to assure you 
that I understand that when we teach yoga to children, we need 
to choose age-appropriate techniques that foster their total 
growth and development. Yoga helps to build strength, flexibil-
ity and a sense of well-being. Yoga for children cannot be the 
same as that which is taught to adults. Rather, in this context, 
yoga is a process that supports the growth of the body-mind of 
the child, fosters the development of each child's own unique 
personality, and supports creativity and expression.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns 
you might have.

Kyriakoula Micha

Art
Art is something that children always love and enjoy!
In Kindergarten, students usually draw and color famous 
cartoons pictures, promoting their aesthetic and motor skills, 
while having fun. Also, some pictures have dots and each dot 
has a number and the students must connect all the dots in 
order to draw the pictures.

Giannis Kokkinomalis
Katerina Kokkinomali

In First, Third, Fourth and Fifth Grade, during aftercare art 
time, we focus on short arts & crafts seasonal or thematic 
activities that can be creative and fun, too. Sometimes, chosen 
activities result in an individual final product (during the 40 
minutes available for each period) that students can take home 
with them to be proud of. However, other chosen activities 
produce a unique common art piece, 
promoting that way, both aesthetic and 
socio-emotional skills, such as appreciation 
of beauty, sensori-emotional values, 
cooperation, patience, tolerance etc. Our 
common hope is that, consequently, those 
skills will be exhibited in students’ life in 
general. Recycling, reuse and alternative or 
combinatory use of everyday objects is part 
of our aftercare art philosophy! That said, 
you are more than welcome to share with us 
any ideas and/or any (at least 12 same) useless but clean 
object (such as jelly jars, kitchen papers rolls, old 
buttons, beads etc.). Please, before bringing stuff 
to school, let us know at 
panagiotis.tsakalis@odyssey.k12.de.us or 
evlampia.sourlou@odyssey.k12.de.us because 
there is little room to stock everything. Thank you 
all in advance!

Panagiotis Tsakalis
Evi Sourlou

Greek Mythology
The students in kindergarten, watch a 20-minute video on the 
12 Tasks of Hercules. They are then, asked to reply to 2-3 short 
questions on the story and draw a picture on what most 
impressed them.

Katina Parascharaki

In 1st and 2nd grades, we have been studying Aesop and his 
fables. Aesop was an Ancinet Greek storyteller who wrote short, 
humorous, entertaining moral stories for kids with a particular 
message in their narrative. The characters of the fables are 
usually animals who act and talk just like people, retaining their 
animal traits. We watch videos, we discuss and then the children 
illustrate what they watched. Some of the fables that we did, are: 
The Fox and the Grapes, The Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing, The Boy 
who cried Wolf, The Grasshopper and the Ants, The Fox and the 
Lion, The Fox and the Goat.

Hrysoula Davis

In 3rd and 4th grades, the students read 
and discuss mythology.  In their discus-
sions, they analyze moral messages and 
underlying themes, as well as what 
connections, if any can be drawn to our 
world.  Some of the myths so far include, 
Hercule's labors, Achilles’ heel, Hera's 
jealousy, and the Trojan Horse.

Maria Galantomou

Students in 5th and 6th grades, are writing 
and illustrating a book on The Creation of 
the World, based on Greek Mythology.

Babis Anastasiadis

Theater
In the Greek Theater period of aftercare students are playing 
games and doing activities in Greek and English that involve 
getting to know each other.  Once the groups are comfortable 
expressing themselves in front of each other we will begin doing 
activities and games from the book "Show Time" in order to 

learn basic acting methods and techniques.
Hrysoula Davis

Computers
During aftercare computer classes, students are 
mainly directed to invest their computer time 
practicing only educational activities in selected 

English and/or Greek websites or ports, such 
as www.pbskids.com, www.coolmath.com, 
www.lego.com etc. We have also been 
working on getting access to and use more 
Greek educational sites such as 
www.jele.gr, http://dschool.edu.gr/, 
http://ebooks.edu.gr/2013/allcourses.php 
etc.

Evi Sourlou
Babis Anastasiadis

 


